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Decorations  of Ancient  Egypt 
to Grace Fieldhouse for 
Yearly Affair 
BUFFET    SUPPER 
Present indications point to a 
highly successful social weekend 
on May 11 when the annual Jun- 
ior-Senior ball will hold eway at 
the college field house from tea 
until three o'clock. The Clemson 
Jungaleers will render the rhythm 
for this traditional event of th» 
social season. 
Decorating groups are working 
night and day in their effort to 
transform the bleak walls of th» 
gymnasium into a veritable Egyp- 
tian temple. The massive propor- 
tions of the architecture of these 
early people will be accurately por- 
trayed by John R. Hartledge, 
•chairman of the decorating com- 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
THIRD SCHOLARSHIP 
PROGRAM HELD; ORR 
LEADSCAJET CORPS 
R. B. Wearn Takes Frosh Hon- 
ors With Semester of 
Straight A's. 
SIKES    SPEAKS 
BOARD OF VISITORS 
REVIEWSCAJET CORPS 
Interesting   Speaker  Heard   in 
Chapel After Full Dress 
Parade 
SPEND TWO DAYS 
The third full dress parade of the 
year held eway on Bowman Field at 
11:15 this morning, when the Corps 
passed in review in honor of the 
Board  of  Visitors  of  the  college. 
After the parade the Corps stack- 
ed arms on the small parade ground 
and marched to chapel, where sev- 
eral quite interesting addressee were 
heard. 
Clemson's Board of "Visitors are 
as follows: from the First Con- 
gressional District, G. L. B. Rivers 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
EXCELLENT    INSPECTION 
morale' 
marks 
"Conditions at this institu- 
tion in my opinion are of the 
highest order" and "you have 
a well instructed unit of high 
were some of the re- 
used to describe the 
Clemson Corps of Cadets by 
Major Victor Parks who in- 
spected the local regiment last 
week. 
Out of 25 subjects the Corps 
received a total of 24 "excet- 
lents" and 1 "satisfactory"; as 
a whole unit the school was 
given   a   rating   of   "excellent". 
The inspecting officer was 
well pleased with Clemson's ev- 
ery  military  activity. 
The Third Annual Scholarship 
Day program of the college was 
held in chapel Tuesday at noon 
with Dr. E. W. Sikes, Clemson, ae 
main speaker. 
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Chairman ot 
the Honor Day committee, read oui 
the names of the men with "high- 
est .honors" in the school and those 
with "high honors". The men re- 
ceiving the rating of "honor" 
students were not read, due to a 
lack  of  time. 
ORR  LEADS 
Samuel Marshall Orr, Jr., of An- 
derson, led the upperclassmen in 
honors; Orr, a member of the 
sophomore class, made 34 A's in 
(Continued -on page two) 
Moon Smiles On 
Clemson Cadets 
At Nite Parade 
Tiger Corps Reviewed by Hon- 
orary    Colonel    McLaurin, 
Charming     Converse 
Student 
HUGE CROWD ATTENDS 
EDDCATION CONTEST 
TO DRAW STUDENTS 
OF STATE^ SCHOOLS 
Is to Be First Event of Its Kind; 
Many to Attend 
ARRANGEMENTS MADE 
With regulation army sabres flash- 
tog brilliantly under the benevolent 
rays of a full Carolina moon, Clem- 
ion's regiment of cadets, 1200 
strong, passed in review Friday 
night, before a crowd of 3500 spec- 
tators, in the first moonlight pa- 
rade   in  the   history  of  the  college. 
The passing cadets, wearing 
(Continued on i*age two) 
Clemson Senior 
Hurt In Wreck 
Cadet W. H.   Mann Injured in 
Auto Smash Near College 
Saturday 
W. H. Mann, Clemson senior, was 
painfully, but not seriously, injured, 
when the car in which he and five 
other persons were riding waa 
smashed from the rear early Sat- 
urday morning on the Anderson 
road not far from the college. 
Roy Fudge and V. F. Linder, also 
Tiger cadets, suffered only from 
ehock as a result of the mishap. 
Miss Rachel Burris of Pendleton 
suffered a slight fracture of thb 
skull, according to reports. Her 
two sisters, Misses Ruth and Kate 
Hammond Burris, received minor 
bruises. 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
West Pointer 
The grey and black of Clem- 
son will soon be dropped for 
the plebe uniform of West 
Point by R. C. McCabe, of the 
Junior  class. 
McCabe, a line sergeant on 
D company, will leave his home 
in Kingstree in time to arrive 
at the Military Academy about 
July 2. 
He received the appointment 
through  Senator  J.  F.   Burns. 
Tomorrow and Saturday the first 
annual state wide Industrial Edu- 
cation High School contest will b» 
held at Clemson, with the school* 
of Engineering, Textiles, and Voca- 
tional   Education   cooperating. 
The purpose of this contest is to 
stimulate interest in developing the 
industrial life of the state through 
the public school, since South Caro- 
lina is rapidly becoming an indus- 
trial territory, and Clemson is an- 
xious  to serve industry. 
INVITATIONS   SENT 
Invitations have been sent to   88 
high school students and Instructors 
in industrial education. Each school 
has  been  asked  to  send  a  team  of 




Tiger   Sprinter   Finishes Close 
Behind Earl Widmeyer and 
Dick Hardy 
RUNS     FAST     HEAT 
Tiger Netters 
Defeat Furman 
Local   Racquet   Swingers   Tri- 
umph Over Greenville Team 
in Return Match 
"Will You Sign This Permit 
Sir?99, Famous Clemson Oration 
AS PLANNED 
Knock, KNock, KNOck, 
KNOCk, KNOCK! (Not oppor- 
tunity; it knocks only once). 
"Sir, Cadet "Ima Blank reports 
to  the  Commandant." 
(Being given the gratifying 
"Stand-at-ease"): Colonel, my 
dear man, the time has come 
when I desire leave of absence 
from our institution. I want 
to visit a young lady at Con- 
verse; you know how iC is when 
you want to visit a young lady, 
ha! ha! (Note: very jolly) ha! 
They're   giving   a    dance   over 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
AS DELIVERED 
The Tiger netmen won a return 
match with Furman's racqueteere 
Thursday, April 26, on the Hurri- 
cane  courts  by   a  score  of   5  to   t. 
Horton won his match from 
Clinkscales; Woodward defeated 
Stephens; Latimer triumphed ovei- 
Groce; Haseldon of Furman de- 
feated Spann; Elliott was defeated 
by Hollingsworth, and Green was 
trampled  toy   Price. 
DOUBLES PLAYED 
In the doubles, the Furman com- 
bination of Stephens and Clink- 
ecales won out o^er Spann and 
Woodward; however Horton and 
Geer defeated Haseldon and Grose; 
and Latimer and Green overthrew 
Price   and   Hollingsworth. 
With chin up, lege flying, and 
arms working like a pair of pistons, 
Tigertown's famous sprint star, Gor- 
don Lynn, competing with Ameri- 
ca's speediest daeh merchants, sped 
to a third place in the 100 meter 
dash in the universally known Penn 
Relays Carnival in Philadelphia Sat- 
urday afternoon. 
Stubby little Earl Widmyer, from 
the University of Maryland, broke 
the tape in this event with the elec- 
tric clocks registering 10.7 seconds. 
Dick Hardy, intercollegiate A.A.A. 
champ was second and Clemson's 
representative was a close third. 
BROKE SEVERAL TIMES 
The   six   competitors   in   the   100 
(Continued   on   page   even) 
SIX INITIATED INTO 
HONORRSATERNITY 
Tau   Beta    Pi   Holds   Banquet 
in Honor of Professor 
E. L. Clarke 
SHORES TOASTMASTER 
The formal initiation of six mem- 
bers of Tau Beta Pi was held 
Monday night at the Pruitt House 
in Starr. The banquet was in 
honor of Prof. E. L. Clark Who 
was largely responsible for estab- 
lishing a Tau Beta Pi Chapter at 
Clemson. 
R.  B.  Shores,  president,  acted  i» 
the   capacity   of   toaetmaster   intro- 
ducing   J.    R.   Herndon   who   gave 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
(Knocks same as planned; 
executed after Ima Blank does 
ten minutes of walking in hall 
in front of "Office of the Com- 
mandant"; m«ch Im manner of 
soldier doing gukid duty at 
Tomb    of    Unknown    Soldier). 
"Sir, Ima . . i' mean, Cadet 
Ima Blank reports to you— 
that   is,   to   the   Commandant." 
When given the customary 
"At ease": "No, sir, I ain't at 
ease; it's just th^se pants, on 
account of they) ain't been 
pressed." 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
I won't miss the moonlight pa- 
rade; there'll be too many pretty 
girls   there. 
—Manning. 
It doesn't make any difference 
how long your legs are as Ions 
as   they  reach   the   ground. 
—Ware. 
The Greeks are regarded as the 
most cultured people that ever liv- 
ed. 
—Sikes. 
In the sixteenth century a man 
received 26 cents for playing the 
part of God  in a morality play. 
—Lane. 
ALLISON   HONORED 
Arthur W. Allison of Green- 
ville was elected leader of this 
year's Junior Platoon by the 
members of the third year or- 
ganization   last   night. 
Monday and Tuesday nighi 
were devoted to the drilling or 
the platoon by any men that 
wished to try for leader; after 
the drill Tuesday night the 
members of the platoon voted 
for the eight best leaders. They 
were: Gordon, Cochran, Allison, 
Chaplin, Ellerbe, Eaddy, Mus- 
tard,  and  Spann. 
These men 4ried again last 
night and in a vote taken af- 
ter drill Allison was elected. 
Betsill and McBrearty were 
chosen  as   guides. 
f 
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Class Of '14 To Hold Reunion At Commencement 
BENGAL GRADUATES 
OF HALCYON DAYS 
TO ASSEMBLE HEBE 
Class of 1914 to Spend Several 
Days Here at Commence- 
ment Time 
MANY   EXPECTED 
By   JULE   CARSON 
Class  of  '14 
An even score of years ago we 
were preparing to go out from the 
portals of Clemson with buoyant 
hopes of youth running high, kind- 
led by an extraordinary class spirit, 
boundless   in   its   enthusiasm. 
International troubles were lim- 
ited to the revolution in Mexico 
and the Balkan disturbance. Other- 
wise the surface of world affairs 
was an unruffled placidity of idyllic 
peace, contentment, security, ana 
happiness. The south was pros- 
pering   on   12-cent   cotton. 
SHORTY'S   MEALS 
We were paying exactly eight 
dollars a month for the privilege 
of taking "Shorty's" meals. A dol- 
lar was considered real money, and 
the national debt was approximate- 
ly one-twenty-sixth of the present 
figure. There were no racketeers 
or rampant crime waves, although 
prohibition and woman suffrage 
were yet to he enacted. We Were 
under a democratic administration 
then, as now, hut a. far cry from 
■our existing government of alpha- 
betical  regimentation. 
COMMENCEMENT 
Along came June of 1914 and 
commencement. We had just com- 
pleted a most successful campaign 
to raise funds for the newly pro- 
jected Y building, to which all of 
us contributed, liberally. As a 
class we broke ground for Rlggs 
Field, then only a wasted expanse 
of desolate hillside on the north 
boundary of the campus. 
Little did we dream at that mo- 
ment that the world was sleeping 
on a smoldering volcano, for that 
same fateful summer was destined 
to witness the launching of the 
most devastating war ever record- 
ed in the annals of human history 
—that broke with such startling 
suddenness in the closing days or 
July—a war destined to involve 
all of us as its repercussions shook 
the entire world, with the dire 
threat of destroying civilization it- 
self—a war destined to shatter 
the oild order completely and as 
completely to reshape the new. 
OUR   HEROES 
Your Indomitable spirit was car- 
ried into the fray following our 
entry into the struggle. There was 
Bill Schil'letter frustrating an en- 
emy night raid practicaly single- 
handed. And there was Prank Jer- 
vey literally shot to pieces in the 
performance of an heroic achieve- 
ment for which he was subsequent- 
ly decorated, Who steadfastly re- 
fused to die after his grave had 
been opened tee him—and who 
lives on today to perpetuate that 
contagious spirit that emanated 
from the winning of successive 
class football championships against 
heavy odds in undergraduate days. 
Two there were who made the 
supreme   sacrifice. 
In 1919 we reassem'bled for om 
first reunion, amid all the excita- 
tions of post-war prosperity. In 
1924 we again came together. The 
Florida boom was on. We were 
building up fictitious values as we 
measured wealth 'by false stan- 
dards. Lastly, in 1929, we met at 
the   very   peak   of   the   "wild   bull" 
Shoot The Show 
BY H. S. ASHMORE 
The . loose flowing gowns of Athenian maidens and the long 
white togas of Grecian gladiators were worn at the recent TAPS 
Ball,  annual masquerade event. 
The picture,  above,  shows  four     members  of the TAPS  staff and 
a trio of their feminine  guests.       From  left  to  right they  are:   Bill 
Lyles,   Chester   Cobfo,   Miss   Sara    Vandiver,    Charlie    Wyatt,    Miss 
Becky   McClesky,   Miss   Annette   McCollum,      and     Bob     Jenkins. 
(Photo  by Jones.) 
JAKE WOODWARD, ALUMNI SECRETARY, WRITES 
OPEN LETTER TO MEMBERS OF '14 CLASS 
Graduates    of    Twrenty    Years   Ago     Cordially    Invited     to 
Attend  Class Reunion aft Tigertown 
This June 
TO THE  CLASS OF  1914: 
Harken all Ye Loyal Sons of 
Tiger Town. This is the twentieth 
anniversary of your leaving these 
haunts to wander over the universe 
in search of new worlds to con- 
quor. It has been 24 years since 
you packed up your little "Please 
don't rain" and set forth to the 
hills of Old Oconee to enter the 
haunts where all the hig cats play, 
and there as "Rats' 'to be on the 
daily   menu   of   aforesaid   cats. 
The most of you braved the 
ordeal of this daily menu and sur- 
vived to be converted from the 
lowly state of Ratdom to go forth 
as roaring Tigers. Since your four 
years here many have been up ana 
down, but through it all there 
has lingered and still lingers thai 
■bond of fellowship and true broth- 
erhood that can only be ohtained 
through the daily contacts of fel- 
lows in a school of the type of our 
Alma Mater. 
On behalf of the college, and on 
behalf of our Alumni organization 
1 am extending this as an invita- 
tion to you to return on this, your 
twentieth anniversary, to mingle 
with  us,  and one  with  another. 
Old Man Depression is on the 
run and let's make this an occas- 
sion to celebrate, by getting to- 
gether again and thereby more 
strongly binding those ties that 
are  near  and   dear   to   us. 
Let us too bring our wives and 
children with us that they may get 
an   insight   to   this   grand   old   place 
we call Alma Mater. An entire 
floor on the north wing of barracks 
will be set aside for you. In the 
Headquarters room, the cooler will 
be kept filled with ice and every- 
thing will he done for your com- 
fort while here. (Bed linen and pil- 
lows will he furnished you. Bring 
your   towels   and.   tooth   brushes. 
Our business manager, Jim Little- 
john and Capt. Harcom'be are co- 
operating with me in trying to 
make this the best reuninon ever. 
The local Alumni will spare no 
pains to help make you happy and 
the cadets of the Blue Key Organi- 
zation will act as hell hops for you. 
One of your own numher will he 
the speaker at the Alumni Banquet 
Monday night. He is none other 
than our good old friend, Mc- 
Donald, who now is a consulting 
engineer  down  in  Atlanta. 
The committee on local arrange- 
ments for you is composed of the 
following members of your class 
who still reside here; George Arm- 
strong, Joe Burley, Joe Douthit ana 
«Gus Schilletto. If Whatever you 
want is not provided just call on 
this committee and they will pro- 
vide it "pronto". 
Your class is one of the best 
that has left the college and we 
one and all will welcome you 
back. Remember the date, Mon- 
day, June 4. Come Sunday and 
stay  as  long  as  you  can. 
J.   H.   WOODWARD, 
Alumni   Secretary. 
FRIDAY— 
DEATH  TAKES A  HOLIDAY 
The chances are greatly against 
your liking tbia picture, but wheth- 
er or not you approve, it's one of 
the finest of the year. The playr 
an exceedingly fantastic thing, con- 
cerns Itself with Death coming to 
earth for a brief vacation to find 
out. exactly why mortals fear him. 
For the time that he is on earth 
nothing dies, and a feeling of new 
youth comes to all living things. 
He comes to a castle in the south 
of Italy, assuming the identity of 
a. young baron who has just died 
while on his way to visit at the 
castle. He arrives and tells the 
host who he really is, but swears 
him to secrecy until his visit Is 
over. He falls in love with the 
young daughter of the house and 
she returns his affection. When 
his visit is over, he tells her he 
must leave her, hut she chooses to 
go with him, even though she 
knows it means death. Superbly 
done with Frederic March giving 
his usual fine performance. Sup- 
port:  Evelyn Venable,  Gail Patrick. 
SATURDAY—JIMMY   AND   SALL1 
Since Jimmy Dunn and Sally Eil- 
ers did "Bad Girl" they have made 
several unsuccessful attempts to 
duplicate a rather good picture. 
This, like the rest of them, fails, 
and it hasn't even got Sally. Claire 
Trevor replaces her in the team, 
which is neither a 'gain nor a los3, 
just so-so. Jimmy tries to pull * 
hit of Lee Tracy stuff as a high 
pressure pre3s agent, but isn't so 
convincing. Fairly entertaining 
with some pretty funny cracks. Al- 
so Harvey Stephens, whoever that 
is. 
market. The world had gone stark 
crazy-mad in a frenzy of spccula- 
tion and the pyramiding of inflat- 
ed values. 
Then, my class-mates, we went 
down Into the uttermost depths of 
depression— into the slough of 
'black despondency and almost 
hopeless despair. Along with count- 
less others our fortunes changed, 
much as the shifting sands of the 
desert. An evanescent world seem- 
ed  about to take the final plunge. 
BY   THE   WAYSIDE 
As we won so also have we lost. 
Some have dropped by the wayside 
as the grim teaper closed in. But 
we still have much, for we have 
each other. We are a band whose 
bond of union can never be brok- 
end. It is lor us—the living—to 
carry on, with a new hope inspired 
by the New Deal. So clearly is it 
evident now that we prosper only 
thru   our   service  to  others. 
So come ye hack, men of 1914. 
Come ye hack to Alma Mater. 
MONDAY— 
SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE 
Some months ago Douglas Fair- 
banks Jr., made a statement to the 
effect that from now on he was 
going to select his plays or h» 
would leave Hollywood for Eng- 
land. I never thought much or 
Fairbank's intelligence hut I do 
think that in this case he must 
have given in to the producers. 
It's a good, cast hut the plot had 
better go unmentioned, the title 
being had enough. The actors save 
it and it turns out to be a fair 
film. Support: Genevieve To'bin, 
Frank Morgan, Coleen Moore, Ed- 
ward   Everett  Horton. 
TUESDAY— 
THE   WITCHING   HOUR 
Don't let the title of this epic 
mislead you. It's not • straightout 
mystery. Concerns a condemned 
man who snatches his last hour 
with his love and finally clears ev- 
erything up pretty neatly. Tom 
Brown, a lad we could do with- 
out, Judith Allen, Sir Guy Stand- 
ing,   John   Halliday. 
WEDNESDAY— 
THE   LOST  PATROL 
Not a leg in this one boys, 
very sorry. In fact not even a 
woman. A squadron of soldiers 
patroling the desert are lost from 
their brigade and find an oasis 
where they camp for the night. The 
next morning they discover that 
their horses have been stolen by 
the prowling Arabs. They realize 
that it would be useless to start 
out afoot so they decide to remain 
with the water until help comes. 
One hy one the Arabs, who they 
never see, pick them off. The re- 
maining   few    crack   and   run   out 
MOONLIGHT BEVIEW 
(Continued from page one) 
gleaming cross belts and starched 
white ducks, swung in review be- 
fore Miss Julia Elizabeth McLaurin, 
of Converse, who was chosen as 
Honorary Colonel of the Corps at 
the: recent Military Ball. 
The affair, strictly speaking, was 
neither a parade nor a review, but 
combined the outstanding features 
of each. The officers of the Corps 
executed "Officers Center" in the 
manner that it is done on parade, 
and. the regimental staff "Counter- 
marched" and passed in review, as 
is done in the  regulation review. 
Following this,, the crack Junior- 
Platoon, at present under the com- 
mand of the snappy drill-master, 
Lt.. Colonel H. J. Schroder, went 
through a series of movements that 
left spectators open-eyed. 
After the fancy drill the cadets 
and their dates from G. W. C, 
Converse, Brenau, and Anderson 
College, attended a large dance in 
Tigertown's huge fieldhouse. 
Schachte and his Jungaleers or- 
fered the melody for the terpsich- 
orean event, which brought to a 
close one of the most successful 
and novel days in the records of 
Clemson. 
SCHOLARSHIP DAY 
(.Continued from page one) 
34 subjects taken, a most excel- 
lent record. While in chapel, he 
was. also presented with the slide 
rule which the Alpha chapter of 
Tau Beta Pi gives annually to the 
engineering sophomore with the 
highest   average. 
WEARN   HIGH 
Richard Benjavmln Wearn of 
Newberry, led the first year men ia 
marks for the first semester of the 
year. He made straight A's for 
the first half of this scholastic 
year. 
D. E. Penney, R. B. Shores, C. 
N. Clayton, and R. B. Eaton re- 
ceived high honors in the senior 
class. 
fW. M. Thackston, O. G. Rawls. 
H. P. Bridges, and C. P. Gordon 
led the  junior class. 
FOR  THE   SOPHS 
S. M. Orr, A. W. Todd, C. E. 
Farmer, G. W. M'oGurn, M. C. 
Chapman, and M H. Langford were 
high  in  the second  year  group. 
In the frosh class, R. B. Wearn, 
R. L. Geishurg, E. R. Holt, R. K. 
O'Cain, G. M. Nichols, C. G. White, 
J. G. Prestwood, and H. D. Leiter 
received   the   high   rank. 
The  Modern  Way—Wire  Mother! 
Wire   Mother   May   13. 
alone to fight the enemy and are 
killed. The    brigade    eventually 
comes to find Victor McLaglen, who 
fought off the Arabs single handed, 
the only survivor, and he is gib- 
bering madman. A powerful dra- 
ma, intelligently directed and were 
acted. Cast: McLaglen, Boris Kar- 
loff, Wallace Ford, Reginald Den- 
ny,   J.   M.   Kerrigan   and   others. 
Every   Clemson   Mother   hopes   to 
hear   via   Western   Union   May   13. 
FOR CORSAGES 
— FOR — 
JUNIOR - SENIOR 
CUT FLOWERS 
FOR MOTHER'S DAY 
SEE LYLE McKAIN 
Room 415, Representing 
CAROLINA   FLOWERS,   INC. 
Member of 
Floral   Telegraph   Delivery   Association 
THURSDAY,  MAY  3,   1934 THE  TIGER PAGE   THREE 
Local Dash And Weight Men Smother Hurricane 
MINIATURE OLYMPIC 
GAMES SPONSORED RY 
HOWARD&KIRCHNER 
Regimental Track Tilt Set For 
May  16;   Many Entries 
Expected 
RIBBON     AWARDS 
Week's Training Will be Given 
Candidates   by  Varssty 
Track Stars 
The track on Bowman Field will 
hum with many a fleet-footed intra- 
mural dash ace and weight-tosser 
when the Regimental Track Meet 
comes off Wednesday afternoon, 
May 16, under the direction or 
Freddie Kirchner, Physical Di- 
rector of the College Y, and Frank 
Howard, varsity track mentor. 
RIBBON    AWARDS 
Four places will be given in 
each event and 5, 3, 2, and 1 
points will be given for the first, 
second third, and fourth places, 
respectively. Ribbons will be giv- 
en the winners of the first three 
(places in each event. The meet 
•will be conducted, on an open basis 
•with every cadet in the Corps eli- 
gible except varsity and freshman 
track  men. 
The    competition    is    being    con- 
ducted   as   an   intra-mural   feature 
and   as   a   means   to   uncover   any 
latent   varsity  talent   in  the   Corps. 
SIGN   UP   NOW 
The men wishing to enter are 
asked to sign up for events on the 
placard placed on each company 
bulletin board under the super- 
vision of the Company Athletic Of- 
ficer and any members of the var- 
sity   team  that  room   on   that  hall. 
.Men signing up for events will 
report to the following men on 
Monday afternoon at 4:15 for a 
week's training in the various 
races and field events: Lynn, 100 
and 220; Robinson, 440; Roberts, 
half-mile; Altman, 1 mile; Ackls, 
70 yard high hurdles; Folger, 120 
low hurdles; Dillard, shot put; 
MoMahan, high jump; McConnell, 
discus; Blackwell, javelin; Lip- 
scomb, broad jump; and Parks, 
pole   vault. 
The Glory That Was Greece 
"The Glory That Was Greece" was the theme employed in the decoration for TAPS Ball, which 
was held in the college fieldhouse on the night of April  13. 
The night photo, above, shows a partial view of the scene. From the huge circnlar orchestra stand 
in the center of the floor emanated the melodious strains of Burt Lown. Around the sides are 
seen the huge columns which supported the blue cloth ceiling. In the right background is the 
huge   statue   of   Athena,   Goddess   cf Dove.     (Photo by Jones). 
DESIGNERS INDUCT 
SOPHOMORES INTO 
L0GALW& D CLUR 
Club  Formed to Promote  Fel- 
lowship   and   Stimulate 
Interest in Designing 
ROUSE IS PRESIDENT 
H. A. WEBB ELECTED 
PRESIDENT LOCAL 
CHAPTER PHI PS 
Honorary    Textile     Fraternity 
Elects   Officers  for  the 
Coming Year 
At a recent meeting of the Iota 
chapter of Phi Psi, textile frat, of- 
ficers  for next year were chosen. 
H. A. Wabb was elected, to the 
office of president; P. L. Tobey 
•was chosen as vice-president, W. 
L. Tripplett will be the new senior 
warden and C. P. Gordon, the jun- 
ior   warden. 
For the post of secretary and 
treasurer the honor sophomore of 
the organization, C. O. Stevenson, 
was  unanimously elected. 
BERRY   TO  SPEAK 
At the bi-monthly meeting of 
the fraternity tonight, Win. S. 
Berry, vice-president, finishing and 
bleaching, at the Ware Shoals Man- 
ufacturing Company, will speak on 
"Everyday Problems of a Bleach- 
er  and  Dyer." 
The Designers' Club of the Clem- 
son College textile department met 
last Monday night in the textils 
building and inducted into mem- 
bership in the organization the 
sophomore class of weavers and, de- 
signers. 
The club, formed a sbort while 
ago through the efforts of Profes- 
sors Shinn and McKenna of the 
I faculty, was originally composed or 
i the entire membership of the jun- 
ior and senior weaving and. design- 
ing clases. The aim of the club 
is to stimulate interest in design- 
ing and to create good fellowship 
among its  members. 
The present officers of the club 
are: J. T. Rouse, president; E. L. 
Howell, vice president; H. P. Brid- 
ges,  secretary   and   treasurer. 
The club plans to invite mem- 
bers of the textile faculty to join 
their   number. 
OUR   CAMPUS 
Few colleges possess a cam- 
pus more beautiful than Clem- 
son. Thousands of people who 
pass through the grounds are 
impressed and remember the 
well kept, well arranged cam- 
pus. 
It has been a pleasure to ob- 
serve the cooperation of the 
Corps in refraining from walk- 
ing in the same place across 
the grass and from making un- 
sightly paths. It is possible 
to enjoy and use the lawns 
without   destroying   the   grass. 
Help make and keep the 
campus    beautiful! 
The Corps of Cadets and the 
members of the faculty extend their 
deepest sympathy to Cadet W. B. 
Leland   in   his   recent  bereavement. 
DOCTOR E. W. SIKES IS 
T CABINET SPEAKER 
President of College Talks on 
By-Products  of   Educa- 
tion 
BENOALEER CINDER 
MEN DEFEAT FURMAN 
WIND BYJ2 POINTS 
Local Track Aggregation Wins 
Over Greenvillians by 
109-17 Score 
LYNN    ABSENT 
Ford   Steps   to   First   Place  in 
100 and 220-Yard 
Dashes 
Dr. E. W. Sikes gave a very 
interesting talk at the Y Cabinet 
meeting last Monday night. His 
topic was the "Educational By- 
products   of   the   Clemson   YMiCA". 
The four by-products that he 
outlined were: (1) public speak- 
ing, (2) discussions, (3) program 
planning, and (4) the development 
of a favorable attitude toward 
Christianity    and    the    churches. 
This talk was of much benefit 
to the Cabinet members, especial- 
ly in that it stimulated an enthus- 
iastic attitude toward the Y and 
its   work. 
Negro Scientist Discovers New 
Use For Oil of Lowly Peanut 
EMORY 
A CWA worker at the Emory 
library has found some very inter- 
esting things which have been used 
as book-marks in the dim past. 
Among other things, he found a red 
garter, a lock of gray hair, and 
some notes, one of which was from 
a minister to the principal of his 
daughter's school asking that she 
be given permission to correspond 
with her cousin   (a boy). 
J. H. Boulware has accepted the 
position of Research Assistant in 
Dairy Chemistry at The College 
of Agriculture  at  Davis,   California. 
DR. CARVER HERE 
Dr. George W. Carver, famed 
Negro chemist, who spoke to 
a large group of Clemson stu- 
dents and faculty members here 
last year has recently found 
another use for his peanut ex- 
tracts. He is working on the 
use of a peanut oil in infantile 
paralysis cases and has been 
quite   successful. 
Although he is not ready to 
claim he has found a cure for 
the affects of infantile paraly- 
sis, Dr. George W. Carver, 
Negro scientist at the Tuske- 
gee Institute, has reported that 
beneficial results have been ob- 
tained in massaging with oil 
made from peanuts the affected 
parts   of  patients. 
Said he:   "We are seeking a 
cure for infantile paralysis and 
we feel hopeful. I do not say 
that we have found a cure, but 
we   are  hopeful." 
GIVES INSTANCE 
In one instance, he said, 
a patient who was treated with 
the oil showed a thigh growth 
of one and a half inches, a 
calf growth of three-fourths of 
an inch and an arm growth 
of  three-fourths   of   an  inch. 
Another patient, he said, 
had a withered leg restored 
to apparent normal condition 
by  the  treatment. 
Dr. Carver said he applied 
the oils by massaging them in- 
to the skins so they are ab- 
sorbed through the veins. They 
appeared to be great energy, 
strength and weight builders, 
he said. He also told of an 
instance where the oil had 
aided   an   anaemic   patient. 
Led by Ford, who in the absence 
of Dynn took first in the 100 and 
220 yard events, Clemson's cin- 
der men converted Furman's Hur- 
ricane into a gentle zephyr on 
Riggs Field Saturday afternoon 
when the local tracksters swampea 
the Purple and White aggregation 
109  to   17. 
In the century, furlong, quarter 
mile, pole vault, and high jump 
Coach Frank Howard's dash ana 
field men tuok all three places. 
Altogether, the Tigers took every 
first place and all but four seconds. 
"THE    230    SKIP" 
Ford, Triable, and Stevens, all 
of Clemson, finished in that order 
in both the 100 and 220 yard, 
dashes. In the latter, with Fur- 
man entering no man, the trio 
skipped the first 100 yards and 
then gently sped the balance of the 
distance; the time for the special 
event  was  33.9. 
On the field Lipscomb showed 
his usual form by tying with Mc- 
Mahon and Kissam in the high 
jump and Green and Parks in the 
pole vault; Lipscomb also was a 
second, to Robinson in the broad 
jump. 
RAWDS   LOOKS   GOOD 
Rawls displayed, his best form 
of the season to take a first in 
the    120    high    hurdles. Dillaro. 
took the shot put and McConnell 
had little trouble in the discus 
throw. 
Robinson, Winn, and Blackwell 
finished in that order in the 440 
run. Roberts, running his last 
race on the Tiger track, was first, 
in   the   half-mile. 
In a frosh meet, the local rats 
defeated Furman's Small Breeze. 
65.5 to 58.5 in a nip-and-tuck tus- 
sle. 
Summary: ( 
100    yard    dash—Ford,    Tribble,- 
Stevens    (C);    time,   10   seconds. |     Mile    run—   Watson    (C);    Yar- 
j'borough  (C);   McDonald   (F);  time, 
4:54.4. 
220    yard    dash—'Ford,    Tribble, 
Stevens,    (C);   time   33.9   seconds. 
120    high    hurdles—Rawls    (C); 
'Ackis   (C);  Miendel (F);   time  16.4 
seconds. 
440 yard run—Robinson (C); 
■Winn (C); Blackwell (C); time, 
52   seconds. 
Two mile run—Altman (C); 
DeVault (F); Scott (C); time, 10: 
44.5   minutes. 
220    low    hurdles—Folger    (C)-r 
Fisher   (F);   Green   (C);   time,  26.5' 
seconds. 
Half mile—Roberts (C); Yar- 
borough (C); McDonald (F); time, 
2:09.6. 
Pole vault—Green, Parks, and 
Lipscomb   (C);   tied;   height,  10   ft. 
High jump—iMcMahon, Lipscomb, 
and Kissam (C); tied for first; 
height,   5   feet,   6   inches. 
Shot put—Dillard (C) ; Trayn- 
ham (F); McConnell (C); distance, 
41   feet   9   inches. 
Javelin—Blackwell (C); Folger 
(C); Miendel (F); distance, 182 
feet. 
Discus throw—'McConnell (C); 
Anderson   (F);   distance,   130   feet. 
Broad jump—Robinson (C); 
Miendel (F); Lipscomb (C); dis- 
tance,  20  feet,  7 inches. 
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"THE REGULAR FELLOW 
College students are at last realizing that professors are 
human beings after all, that although they may be on a differ- 
ent intellectual plane, their inner emotions, thoujghts, and 
ideas resemble to a marked degree those of any freshman or 
senior. 
For years the student that remained after class to ask his 
professor a question was regarded as a "hand-shaker" or its 
equivalent. Apparently, it never occurred to the critics that a 
student might really want to ask a question, or that he might 
even like to stay and talk to his instructor, as one man to 
another. 
Fortunately, this era of undergraduate narrowness is rap- 
idly passing into oblivion with its hundred and one petty con- 
ventions that for so long held the college man and woman in a 
state of repressed thought and action. 
But if the student has gained a broader outlook on col- 
lege life, so has the professor! At Clemson some of our 
professors are of the "regular fellow" type; not that they 
could not be academic if they so desired, for the abundance of 
master's and doctor's degrees testifies as to their intellectual 
ability; not that this particular type of instructor attempts to 
talk or lecture down to the level of his class, for they know 
that in spite of the student's youth and immaturity he will 
allow no wool to be passed over his eyes. 
It is more than that! The ancient pedagogue is neither 
required nor desired. The professor that can put his subject 
across and does not try to entertain his class with unrelated 
topics, the professor that believes in college students, and their 
thoughts, ideals, and attitudes, the professor that knows that 
he may make mistakes and is willing to step back when he 
does so—that is the "regular fellow", the man that can take 
the pliable material that is poured into our institutions 'of 
higher learning and mould from it the man that thinks, and 
what is more, the man that acts after thinking. 
The percentage of the "regular fellow" group will grow 
steadily as soon as college instructors come to realize, as some 
of their wiser brothers have, that boys and girls of nineteen 
or twenty have thoughts and ideas all their own, that they 
like frankness and hate sham and make-believe, ,that they 
are often puzzled and want help, and above all that they 
refuse to be fooled. 
F OOLISH ABLES 
THE   WOLF   AND   THE   CRANE 
Executive Lieutenant, "Big Nose" 
Taylor, after pushing a young G. 
W. C. Amazon (No. 57321) arouna 
for several hours at the dance 
Friday night, tried to induce ev- 
eryone he knew with the well- 
known wink to give mm a breaR, 
tout to no avail. Excusing himself 
momentarily from ^lle sweet young 
thing, he drew an innocent fresii- 
man aside, and with many prom- 
ises concerning corporals, reveil- 
les, etc., finally received the poor 
raffe promise to break, which he 
did   shortly,   but   not   for   short. 
Several days later this same un- 
fortunate freshman, toy chance, 
slept through reveille. He then 
reported to Lt. Taylor and. asked 
that ha "toe carried through" as 
he   had   toeen   promised. 
The lieutenant only grinned, 
however, and said, "You were giv- 
en the honor of dancing with an 
ex-lieutenant's girl for a mere two 
hours; what better reward could 
you   expect? 
MORAL: Gratitude and Greed 
Do  Not  Go  Together. 
THE   DOG   AND   HIS   SHADOW 
INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS 
It happened that a doggie young 
sophomore named "Pie-face" Wetoto, 
after pulling 'em hard fox a year 
was appointed a line sergeant 
which was a swell piece of bacon 
to .carry home to the friends and 
family. These "pea-driver" stripes 
looked swell as he stalked up and 
down before the mirror each day, 
and as he gazed into the far be- 
yond the number of stripes grew 
and grew unt,'i his foolish vanity 
portrayed upon his mighty arm the 
glorious .chevrons of a captain. 
"Ah yes, the captain of the band, 
perhaps". 
He pulled hard, but ever so 
clumsily, for he made the mis- 
take of trying to toe the Captain 
of the band his junior year instead 
ot waiting until his senior year, 
and as the year drew to a close, 
he found himself not only deprived 
of his "pea-driver" but also little 
hope of even becoming a "shave 
tail". 
MORAL: Beware, Lest You Lose 
the Substance by Grasping at the 
Shadow. 
BLIND  DATE 
The college's blind date brain- 
storm over the week-end gave rise 
to some colossal situations, but we 
suppose that something colossal 
could be expected when three hun- 
dred undated dames are unleashed 
at one fell stroke. Some were good, 
some were luke-warm, and some 
were like the one we had, but we'll 
let that go. Perhaps the best of 
the current legends is the one 
about the captain and the freshman 
who had a date together. She turn- 
ed out to be the village half-wit; 
chonological age, thirty five; men- 
tal age, two and one half. They 
took one look at her and are still 
plucking broken glass out of their 
hair, acquired, when they jumped 
through one of the Y's French win- 
dows. Then there was young Bel- 
lamy Taylor. Young Bellamy drew 
a bit of a blank, but being a plucky 
youth, stuck it out. Every man he 
brought up to break rebelled at sight 
and fled. At last he found a fresh- 
man and began to threaten bodily 
punishment if anything happened. 
But even the freshman couldn't 
take it and ran from the building, 
screaming. Another bird, escorted 
his lady up to the door of the field 
house. She wanted to know what 
the big building was and he told 
her that it was the place where the 
dances were always held. She then 
told him that she didn't dance, so 
they went back to the Y and look- 
ed at each other for some four 
hours. He was later quoted as eay- 
ing that the looking wasn't so very 
pleasant. 
While we were down at the rat- 
fle Watching the males suffering ter- 
ribly and stalking out resignedly 
with their prizes, the thought struck 
us that perhaps the girls weren't 
enjoying their dates anymore than 
the guys were. So we looked about 
us and saw quite a few of the fair 
ladies take a look at the horse they 
had bought and then rapidly tear 
up their tickets. 
Oh mother, turn the hose on me, 
I  think  I  need a wimpus, 
If t'hey keep feeding us KNO^three, 
I'm  sure   they're   gonna   limpus. 
LILY 
This column has nothing to do 
with sports and little to do with 
anything else, but we do want to 
hand Goat Lynn one of our best 
lilies for bringing home that third 
place at the Penn Relays. There 
is little doubt but that Goat would 
have made it a first except for the 
strain on his nerves from the long 
trip   and   numerous   false   starts. 
Mr. B. G. Woodham, Clemson tex- 
tile graduate of 1921, has resigned 
his position with the Precision Gear 
and Machine Company of Charlotte, 
N. C, to become assistant super- 
intendent of the Sanford Cotton 
Mills, Sanford, N. C. Mr. Woodham 
has had Wide experience in cotton 
manufacturing. 
Mr. Seth Newsom, who took 
special textile work at Clemson Tex- 
tile School in 1928 and 1929, has 
recently been promoted to assistant 
superintendent of two of the Cal- 
laway   Plants   at  LaGrange,   Ga. 
CHICAGO 
A student at the University ot 
Chicago worked his way through 
college by washing a total of one 
hundred and fifty thousand windows 
in  four  years.—Ring  Turn Phi. 
NEBRASKA 
A dean at the University of Ne- 
braska gives three reasons why cols 
lege students flunk. They are: love, 
ignorance,   and   faculty   intelligence. 
(The   first  two   sound   logical). 
PRUITT PASSES 
Vemon O'Dell Pruitt, class 
of 1917, died in the Anderson 
County Hospital on April 28. 
Sine© leaving Clemisoni in 
1917 he has been connected 
with Swift and Company. His 
last work was at iSavannah, 
Georgia, where he was man- 
ager of  Swift's  plant. 
ANOTHER POEM 
From the pen of some genius in 
ranks comes the best poem of the 
year. We print it as it came to 
us. 
QUESTIONAIRE 
This is a bad. time of year to 
start asking foolish questions but 
we feel that a bit of a work-out 
for the gray matter would be good 
for the corps. If you know the 
answers to the following four ques- 
tions you can throw away your copy 
of What Every Young Man Should 
Know. 
1. What is meant by the ex- 
pression, "Charlie Alston and Bill 
Leverette grind slowly but they 
grind exceedingly well?" 
2. Wtoat were Colonel West aud 
Captain Hinwood doing in Green- 
ville the other night after their 
return from Georgia? 
3. Who or what is T. C. Bigger? 
4. What member of the junior 
platoon goes out because he just 
loves to drill and thinks the exer- 
cise does him no end of good? 
ORDERS 
There is a tale afloat concerning 
the recent big inspection that never 
fails to arouse a chuckle from us. 
It seems that when the major got 
around to the company that was to 
perform the company drill he was 
pretty fatigued and wanted to cut 
the maneuvers short. He decided 
to give them one command and if 
they executed it properly he would 
skip the rest. The company formed 
in a line of platoons. The Major 
gave them mass skirmish. One of 
the attending captains informed him 
hurriedly that mass skirmish could 
not be done from that position. "Oh, 
well," sighed, the major, "Tell 'em 
to do parade rest.'' And walked off. 
:£s^ 
INN COLLEGE 
In order to help finance the 
school and enable individual stu- 
dents to earn money for then- 
own expenses, Inn College at Lee 
McRea, North Carolina becomes a. 
resort in the summer. The dor- 
mitory is turned into an inn, and 
the home economics majors wasn 
the dishes, and the football play- 
ers act as bell-boys. 
SWEET  BRIAR 
The English Lacrosse team visit- 
ed Sweet Briar recently for an ex- 
hibition engagement with the Phil- 
adelphia team. The English team 
is touring the United States in 
order to stimulate interest in the 
game. An interesting fact, die- 
closed by a member of the team, 
is that Lacrosse was originally an 
American game, having been played 
by the Indians many centuries ago. 
The Cadet Corps and members of 
the faculty wish to extend their 
deepest sympathy to Cadets B. J. 
Funderburk and J. B. Whiting in 
their   recent  bereavement. 
TEMPLE 
The Temple University News has 
been saving clippings of all its ma- 
terial since 1936, and it now has 
one of the best "morgues'' operated 
by any college newspaper. 
RANDOLPH-MACON 
A popular poll, designed for the 
amusement of the students at Ran- 
dolph-Macon, didn't go over so big 
due to the fact that some "wise 
guy" stole the ballot box, burned 
the ballots, and returned the box 
and ashes. 
FLORIDA 
In opening her pocket book in 
order to put some money in the 
collection plate at church, a student 
at t'he Florida State College for 
Women let some undies and a pair 
of stockings fall out.—It is surpris- 
ing how much one can put in a 
pocket book, isn't it? 
N. C. STATE 
Seniors in forestry at N. C. State 
are now on an inspection tour of 
the southeastern states. The trip 
will last until June 6, and stops 
will be made at several national 
forests and other places of interest 
to foreter, The students will tra- 
vel about 5000 miles, bearing their 
own personal expenses and taking 
their own bedding. A negro cook 
is being carried along to do the 
cooking. 
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to an early 
WHEN bed is behind and 
the first class calls, remem- 
ber Kellogg's PEP. You can 
enjoy a quick nourishing 
breakfast with a bowl of 
PEP. Toasted wheat. Ready 
to eat. Just pour on milk or 
cream. There's enough ex- 
tra bran in PEP to be mildly 
laxative. 
Order PEP in your din- 
ing club, or at any campus 
lunch. Always fresh and 
crisp in individual pack- 
ages. Delicious as a snack 
at night too. Easy to digest 
and won't interfere with 
sound sleep. Made by 
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INDIAN NINE SCALPS 
BENGAL DIAMONDEERS 
IN TIGHTSLUG FEST 
Newherry   Ash Wielders Sock 
Leather Sphere to Top 
Local Team 
SCORE: 5-4 
A scrappy tribe of Newberry In- 
dians shaded Jess Neely's Tigers 
5 to 4 in a slug fest on the Red- 
skin's wet diamond last Friday. 
Pallante, Newberry twirler, and 
Swails, lanky Bengal moundsman, 
engaged in a trying pitching dual 
until Swails was relieved in the 
seventh frame by Croxton. 
The Indians pushed across two 
tallies in the' third, two in the fifth, 
and the winning score in the sixth; 
Durham's ihome-run in the fourth 
started the Jungal fireworks which 
died out completely after the sixth 
to give the victory margin to the 
Newberry  team. 
DENNIS,  CLARY HIT 
Dennis and Clary topped the In* 
dian sluggers with two hits each, 
while Durham and Chavous headed 
the Tiger attack with three and two 
wallops. 
Due to a leg injury, Joe Sher- 
man, reliable Clemson shortstop, was 
relieved by little Ritchie for this 
game; Bull Durham worked thb 
second sack, and Cole, playing for 
the first time this season, patrolled 
the right garden. During the game, 
both teams garnered ten hits apiece. 
The Clemson College YM'CA Cab- 
inet attended the Annual Retreat 
for the YMiCA's and the YWCA's 
of the educational institutions of 
South Carolina at Camp Barstow, 
the Boy Scout Camp located about 
15 miles from Columlbia the past 
weekend. 
The institutions represented In- 
cluded Clemson, Winthrop, Caro- 
lina, Erskine, Columbia College, 
Presbyterian College, Wofford, and 
others; there were a total of 5 6 
Iboys and girls at the conference. 
The purpose of the meeting was 
to train the leaders of the Y's of 
the  state. 
CLEMSONITES   SPEAK 
The speakers at the conference 
were Mr. Bell, General Y Secre- 
tary at Carolina, Dr. McGinnis or 
Winthrop, Rev. J. O. Smith or 
Clemson, Mr. B. O. Williams or 
Clemson, Miss Eliza Wardlow, Gen- 
eral Y secretary at Winthrop, Wade 
Perry, Wallace Fridy, and Karl 
Neussner of Clemson, Mary Nues- 
sner of Winthrop, Mr. Claud Nel- 
son, Southern Regional Secretary 
of the Y, Mx. Theo Vaughan or 
Clemson, and Prof. W. W. Burton 
of   Clemson. 
OFFICERS ELECTED 
Officers for next year's State Re- 
treat were elected as follows: pres- 
ident, 'Hank Wilson of P. C.J 
vice-presidents, Lillian Hogarth of 
Winthrop and Jac Emerson of Car- 
olina; secertary, Joe Graham or 
Columbia College; registrar ana 
treasurer, P. Q. Langston of Clem- 
son; executive committee, Red 
Blains of Erskine and Victor Har- 
mon of Wofford. Clemson students 
will be interested in knowing that 
Wade Perry was president this 
year, and that Brice Latlham was 
secretary. 
FOOD IS ESSENTIAL 
TO EACH MEAL SAYS 
PHYSICApREGTOR 
Blanc   Manges    and    Desserts 
Come  In   For Severe 
Critisism 
COLLEGIATE ORATORS 
MEET IN ROCK HILL; 
CLEMSON SENDS PAIR 
BRANNON   TAKES  POST 
Carrol Brannon of Inman, a 
member of the senior dairy class, 
has accepted the position of herds- 
man with the college dairy de- 
partment. 
Brannon is taking Mr. J. L. 
King's place who has been the 
herdsman for the past several years 
and who has recently accepted a 
positron   in   Augusta,   Georgia. 
He has not only been outstand- 
ing in his work but in 1930 he 
won the Moses Trophy for leader- 
ship  in  Four-H  Club work. 
Mr. Brannon will take up his 
new   work   in   June. 
Patronize    Our   Advertisers 
Chipley and Langley Represent 
College at Annual Orator- 
ical Contest 
At the State Inter-Collegiate Or- 
atorical Contest 'held at Rook Hill 
this past weekend Clemson was ably 
represented by Archie A. Langley 
and Carroll Chipley, 'both mem- 
bers of the Senior Class. 
Chip-ley, captain of C company, 
presided over the session in the 
capacity of the president of the 
ISI'COA. Langley addressed the rep- 
resentatives from six other state 
colleges and judges with an oration 
entitled "Where Are We Going?'\ 
but failed to take any Of the first 
three  places. 
ROBERTSON WANS 
Ro'bertson, o'f the College of 
Charleston, was the winner of the 
contest and the Wofford and Caro- 
lina representatives finished second 
and third, in that order. 
At the conclusion of the contest 
Cadet Chipley was presented with 
a gold key, a miniature of the win- 
ner's award. At the presentation 
he made a short speech, which was 
excellently receivd. 
—that George "I've got $12 boots'" 
Robinson was thinking about a 
jaunt to Anderson when he pulled 
that boner at retreat Monday night 
 OSCAR     SATS  
—that Randy Hinson's face was or, 
a very scarlet hue the other night 
when Miss Fant's fiance walked in 
on the  two  of them. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that Margaret Orr certainly did 
look lonesome standing under that 
tig oak tree all by herself last 
Friday night but that "he" finally 
did show  up,  after so  long a time. 
 OSCAR    SAYS,  
—that Oscar understands this col- 
umn got a few young lads in a 
bind last week and that he wishes 
to state that a great deal of this 
column is written from what Oscar 
thinks   and  imagines. 
. OSCAR     SAYS  
—that '"Colonel" McLaurin won 
the heart of the regiment with that 
natty   uniform   of  hers  last  Friday. 
 OSCAR    SAYS . 
—that "Cap" Deason and "Candy" 
Fudge reported a very orderly per- 
formance from their inspection of 
the River during big inspection. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that Zup Dargan almost fell in 
the Seneca at the same time the 
inspector  was  reviewing  the   Corps, 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that Cleve "I'm no slow-leak" 
Lytle is hanging around those Y 
dancing classes and that Rose is 
sh-o'   a   popular  little  girl. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
--that a Conversite by the name 
of Ellison was much sought after 
despite her brief stay at the "ar- 
ter-the-parade'' dance last week- 
end. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that Slick M'cCown heard that 
Major Parks was to be entertained 
at a bridge party and that he spent 
half the niglit trying to find a 
suitable   steel   structure. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that the aforementioned McCown 
wrote his name in History's book 
by instructing 1st Sergeant "Low" 
Gordon that he wanted to drill 
his  squad  after supper  some  night. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
—that "Shoot the Show" Ashmore 
and Jack "I room with Leverette" 
Hutcheson should know it was 
very ungentlemanly to tear up 
their tickets and douible-time out 
'of the Y the way they did when 
they saw their respective dates 
Friday  night. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
__that the moonlight parade was 
one time when Schirmer and Com- 
pany could not check up on the 
seniors. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
.-that despite certain rumors float- 
ing around "Teeny" Cloud is not 
married. 
. OSCAR    SAYS  
 that   Goat   Kohn   peacefully  slept 
through the bus stop at Clemson 
and snapped out of it somewhere 
in the vicinity of Brenau in the 
early  hours  of  the  dawn. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that Bob Jenkins and Mac Ad- 
ams looked simply marvelous In 
their cute little white uniforms 
Wednesday after everyone else had 
changed back to the grey. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that    Holtzy   e'hould    teach    that 
show operator how to turn on the 
air,   and   how   to   make   a   change 
When Dr. Dudley Reed, director 
of physical education at the Uni- 
versity of Chicago, was invited to 
speak 'before the national conven- 
tion of the American Physical Edu- 
cation Association at Cleveland, O., 
he was given no subject. 
So he picked "Food" as his sub- 
ject, and gave a very scientific dis- 
course  on it. 
"Food," he said, "is an essential 
element of every diet. No meal is 
complete without a goodly quantity 
of it." 
Quickly, however, being a specia- 
list, he eliminated all foods but des" 
serts, and then the wobbly desserts 
and the 'blanc manges and the float- 
ing islands came in for some severe 
criticism. 
EGGS,  EGGS! 
"A Chicago paper," he said, "re- 
cently said m its home economics 
section: 'Whites of eggs provide 
exciting possibilities.' I don't see 
it. Can you imagine a group of 
college professors entering the iwin- 
ing doors, quaffing down the whites 
of eggs and a few blanc manges, 
breaking into barber-shop harmony> 
and staggering home with cloves on 
the   bTeath? 
"What is blanc mauge? Why 
nothing but corn starch. Somebody 
ought to put them wise to the fact 
there are other uses for corn. E'ven 
other uses than the one you are 
thinking about." 
Moreover, the good doctor wanted 
to know, how many mountains have 
been   climbed   on   blanc   mange,   or 
'how many 'battles won on it? 
"WHAT WE MUST DO" 
"What we must do," he said, "is 
return to the desserts of o'ur an- 
cestors. We hear a great deal 
these days about challenges. What 
we need is desserts that challenge 
our stomachs—that bring out the 
best there is in them." 
Then, in a final hurst Of oratory, 
Dr. Reed  shouted,: 
"I'd  rather die on cherry  pie 
"Than live  on  floating island." 
Dr. Reed's talk was more or less 
the speech of the evening. 
RSOF 
SOUTH GAMMA ARE 
SCHOOLATTENDANTS 
SANDERS RESPONSIBLE 
Beginning last Monday a special 
school for the Land Appraisers of 
the Federal Bank of South Carolina 
is being held at Clemson. 
This school was planned by E. P. 
Sanders, '18, who is now junior 
Reviewing Appraiser of the Federal 
Land  Bank of this  district. 
The first week of the school is 
being taken up by lectures and dis- 
cussion of land, values by members 
of the faculty and various mem- 
bers of the extension and experi- 
ment   station   staffs. 
The second week will consist of 
actually appraising land in the 
fields. 
All land appraisers in iSouth 
Carolina, numbering about 30, are 
attending  this  school. 
when  the  reels run  out,  along with 
the  cadets'  patience. 
-OSCAR    SAYS- 
 that    Cadet   Foist    Sarge    Rawl's 
chance of being a big s'hot next 
year received a severe setback at 
his ejection from the "third year 
ball  team". 
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INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS 
YOU'RE  TELLING  US 
The   typographical   error   is   a   slip- 
pery   thing   and   sly, 
You   can   hunt   till   you   are   dizzy, 
but   it   somehow   will    get   by, 
Till  the   forms  are   off  the   presses, 
it is strange how still it keeps; 
It shrinks  down  into  a corner,  and 
it never stirs or peeps, 
That  typographical  error,  too small 
for   human   eyes, 
Till  the  ink   is  on  the  paper,  when 
it   grows   to   mountain   size. 
The    boss,    he   stares    with    horror, 
then    he    grabs    his    hair    and 
groans; 
The   copy   reader    drops   his   head 
upon   his   hands   and   moans—• 
The remainder of the issue may be 
clean   as   clean   can   be, 
But that  typographical error Is the 
only thing you see.—Exchange. 
The two classes who don't know 
what is happening are the il- 
literate  and  the  other  one. 
THE   TULANE   HULLABALOO 
The Tulane Chess and Checkers 
Club, an unusual organization 
which seems to have been lost, haa 
at last revealed itself along with 
even more unusual plans for tour- 
naments, intercollegiate meets, etc. 
Meetings of the club have been 
held in secret, but now the truth 
is known. The club will soon spon- 
sor a great Tulane Handicap Chess 
and Checkers tournament, and the 
plans for competition with other 
universities have been discussed. 
The members hope that such con- 
tests will someday find a place 
among the hotly contested inter- 
collegiate  sports. 
It's an ill wind that blows no- 
body good. We are no longer 
pestered by the 'humorists who ask 
what you are going to do when 
winter   comes. 
Phil.    Bulletin. 
FOURTEEN SENIORS 
CHOSENFOR GAMPS 
Clemscn   Fourth  Year Men to 
Assume Duties of Lieu- 
tenants in O. R. C. 
According to a report from the 
Commandant's Office, fourteen sen- 
iors will report for active duty 
training as second lieutenants in 
he infantry reserve at either Fort 
Moultrie, S. C, or Fort Screvens, 
Georgia. 
The men are as follows: R. E. 
Wells, M. H. Abrams, W. C. Chip- 
ley, C. S. Alston, F. W Edwards, 
J. R. Ellis, H. J. Schroder, H. A. 
Hunt, T. J. Simons, R. S. Vaughan, 
C. M. Henley, W. C. Cobb, K. E. 
Neussner,   and   W.   O.   Mauldin. 
The training period will last 
from   June   3   until   June   16. 
Patronize    Our   Advertisers 
COLLEGIATE PRESS 
Cleveland, Ohio.—About 200,000 
legally qualified teachers, most of 
them college graduates, aTe now 
without jobs, according to Dr. Geo. 
F. Zook, U. S. Commissioner ot 
Education. Then thousand edu- 
cational leaders heard him speak 
here and confessed they could do 
nothing   about   it. 
The sophomore class at V. P. 1. 
voted unanimously for an eighteen 
pennyweight ring. It looks as tho 
they want the ring to be too heavy 
for members of the fair sex to car- 
ry  around.— (Safety   first!) 
SEWANEE 
One of Sewanoe's gentlemen ol 
color has been trainer of athletic 
squads since 1909. During the past 
25 years he has never failed to 
accompany the varsity on football 
trips as far as New York, San An- 
tonio and Miami. 
HERE AND THERE 
VIENNA 
University of Vienna students win* 
only come to classes for final ex- 
ams pass the courses as often as 
those who attend regularly. Yes, 
but think how much more sleep- 
the ones who attend classes can: 
get.—The Colonnade. 
V. P. I. 
There is a movement on foot at 
V. P. I. to install ,an "Honor Lim- 
itation"   system similar  to  ours. 
New York.— Lou Little, head 
football coach at Columbia Uni- 
versity, has completed plans for 
the various coaching schools which, 
he will either conduct or assist in 
during the coming summer months. 
He and two of his assistants, Herb 
Kopf, back field coach, and Sam 
Cordovano, line coach, will conduct 
a school here August 17 to Sep- 
tember   1. 
O ROUND and FIRM 
andFULrt 
>,. \ y°u 
^ott. 
7/ find Luckies do not dry out 
Luckies use the mildest tobaccos—for 
Luckies use only the clean center leaves 
—and these are the mildest leaves. They 
taste better. Then science plays its part 
in making these choice tobaccos truly 
kind to your throat. "It's toasted "—for 
throat protection. These mellow, fine- 
tasting tobaccos are cut into long, 
silky, full-bodied shreds and fully 
packed into every Lucky— so round, 
so firm, free from loose ends. That's 
why Luckies "keep in condition"— 
why you'll find that Luckies do not 
dry out, an important point to every 
smoker. You see, always in all-ways 
—Luckies are kind to your throat. 
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REGIMENTAL      TRACK 
MEET SET FOR 16TH SPORTS STATE   TRACK   TILT, CLINTON,   TOMORROW 
HISTORY REPEATS 
Once more the old adage, 
"history repeats itself", was 
confirmed when Lynn, brilliant 
Tiger sprinter finished third in 
the 100 meter dash at the Penn 
relays held at Philadelphia last 
Friday and Saturday. "Goat" 
trailed Widemyer and Hardy to 
the tape for the second time in 
as many years in the 100 yard 
sprint, but he pushed these two 
great sprinters to the limit be- 
fore they beat him to the tape 
by  inches. 
3LYNN BEST IN TRIALS     i 
In the trials Lynn Was clocked 
as the fastest of the eix great dash 
stars competing in this celebrated 
■event and was picked by the radio 
announcer covering the great track 
carnival as the probable winner and 
certainly not less than a second to 
Widemyer; this announcer attribut- 
ed the Tiger's loss to his failure 
to get out of the holes as quickly 
.as   the  others. 
But remember, gentle readers, 
that the greatest array of track 
stars that can be assembled was 
present at this track carnival and 
that every cinder artist longs to 
compete and. to place in these 
events, but few ever attain this 
"coveted goal. So in Lynn we have 
a man who has twice accomplished 
something which, I believe, no other 
man in S. C. has ever done or, 1 
dare say, will do in the near fu- 
ture. 
LYNN WEARS  SAME HAT 
It can be safely said that 
Lynn has brought more public- 
ity, popularity and glory to 
■Clemson than any other athlete 
ever to wear the Purple and 
Gold, and it can also be truth- 
fully said that such publicity as 
he alone has received has not 
affected him in the least in his 
association with and attitude to 
ward the members of the stu- 
dent body, and except for the 
brimming confidence which he 
now has he is the same unas- 
suming boy who donned track 
togs his sophomore year and, 
by his accomplishment of the 
cinder path, made the people of 
the South sit up and take no- 
tice. 
Lynn is one of the few ath- 
letes who is big enough to ig- 
nore publicity in the sense of 
letting it make him "get it in 
the   neck". 
tling for the State track title. 
This year the Tigers have a 
good chance to win the State 
meet for the first time in sev- 
eral years, as they have already 
defeated P. C. and Furman by 
overwhelming scores and have 
an impressive win over the Car- 
olina Gamecocks to their credit. 
But these past victories and 
performances do not necessarily 
mean that they're sure to win 
In the State affair even though 
every thing does point toward 
a   Clemson   victory. 
We believe they'll win, hut 
win or lose we're behind them 
because we know that they'll 
be giving their best in an effort 
to "bring home the bacon" in 
the form of a silver loving cup 
and individual medals. 
BASEBALL  REVIEW 
With only one more game left 
to play in the State race, the Tiger 
baseball team isn't at the top, or 
even near the top, in the State 
race standing, but Coach Neeiy 
should be satisfied with the show- 
ing made by the team of youngsters 
who have been playing their first 
year of varsity baseball. These boys 
have looked like a ball club in al- 
most all their games, even though 
they haven't won as consistently ae 
some  of the  other  teams. 
Intsead of having his team 
broken up by graduation as has 
been the case for the last two 
years, Coach Jess will have all 
men, except one, back next 
year; Sherman is the only man 
to be lost by graduation, and 
the baseball prospects for next 
year look promising indeed. 
STILL   WINNING 
Believe it or not, the Tiger track- 
sters were peeved because they only 
amassed a total of 109 points in 
the track meet with Furman here 
last Saturday. Before the event 
started the Bengals had figured x 
total of 112 points for themselves 
to 14 for the Furmanites, but they 
missed their count by 3 points and 
were all upset over it. 
The boys from Greenville tried 
gamely, but they just couldn't match 
strides with the Howard-coached 
team and were completely swamped 
by the Tigers 109 to 17, one of the 
largest scores on record. 
STATE MEET 
Tomorrow and Saturday will 
find the Tiger track team at 
Clinton where they will be bat- 
COACH  NEELY 
In a recent baseball game played 
here by the Tigers, one of the sub- 
stitute Bengal infielders made sev- 
eral miscues and indirectly gave the 
visitors two scores. The game was 
a close affair, and the Tiger sup- 
porters began to wonder wny Coacn 
Neely didn't take this player out ot 
the game and replace him by the 
regular of that position. 
The game rocked along for a 
few innings after his final error 
and the converted infielder overcame 
his nervousness, and settled down 
to play a much improved brand ol 
ball. 
Coach Neely could have jerked 
the lad out of the game at his first 
miscue, (and that by-the-way, is 
was most college coaches would 
have done) but instead, he left the 
youngster in there and gave Mm a 
chance to get over his nervousness 
and settle down. 
Such an action on the part of 
the coach tends to make the player 
have a certain confidence in himself 
and also a great deal of respect for 
the mentor. It gives the player a 
feeling which is hard to describe 
and unless one has been in the 
same position himself, he cannot, 
fully appreciate such an action on 
the part of a coach, whose job Is 
to win ball games. 
"COLONEL, WILL YOU SIGN THIS PERMIT?' J 
AS PLANNED 
(Continued   from   page  one) 
there, and in her letter whicn, 
I received today, she said thai 
the affair would not be a suc- 
cess at all unless I came, all 
attired   in   corporal   stripes. 
"Now, Colonel, I don't want 
to be unduly hard with you, 
but I feel quite honestly that 
my excellent military record 
as squad leader of the second 
squad of J Company ( ever 
drill a squad, Colonel?) en- 
titles me to this privilege with- 
out need of deliberation on 
the   matter. 
"To come decisively to the 
point: sign this permit for a 
well-deserved week-end leave 
without further delay. I do 
not intend to keep the young 
lady   of   my   choice   waiting." 
WRECK VICTIMS 
(Continued from page one) 
The wreck victims were returning 
to Pendleton just after the dance 
Friday night, when a brand new 
Chevrolet sedan crashed into them 
without  warning from  behind. 
Cadet Mann and Miss Burris were 
taken to the hospital by Cadet T. 
C. Bigger, who arrived on the scene 
Telegraph   Mother   May   13. 
AS DELIVERED 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
"Well" comes from the com- 
mandant with suggestions of 
nearby    thunder. 
"Yes, sir, I mean no sir! 
That is I was until I caught 
cold." 
"WADDEEYEWANT?" (The 
thunder  gets  nearer). 
"This permit, (pointing) it 
sputter, er, well, I, that Is, 
Converse, won't you — dance, 
success — I mean corporal 
stripes — well, anyway she's 
anxious—well, wouldn't you 
be—that is, splutter, if you, 
bulp, you understand what 1 
—do I make myself—in other 
words, will you sign this—of 
course, if you think, well, that 
is,   how's   your   sick   aunt?" 
"Quit the everlasting aping 
and WADDEEYEWANT?" 
(Thunder now in immediate 
vincinity.) 
"Well, it's this way Colonel: 
I slept through reveille this 
morning and my top kick for- 
got to turn me in, so I comes 
up to remind you to be sure 
to bust me. Good-bye, Col- 
onel."    (Exit,    sans   permit). 
LYNN TAKES THIRD 
(Continued from page one) 
meter event broke away to several 
false starts; after the dash men 
finally got off to a good start, 
Widmyer stepped out in front ana 
held his place throughout the  race. 
Lynn was slow in getting out ot 
his holes but drove his spikes into 
the cinders until he left the last 
half of the field and  took a  third. 
In his heat, the "Mountain Goat- 
negotiated the distance in 10.9 sec- 
onds, the fastest recorded in six 
elimination  races. 
Last year, in the Carnival, Lynn 
also placed third. 
Tomorrow and Saturday he will 
test his speed against the other 
sprinters of the state in the State 
Meet at P. C. 
VISITORS REVIEW CORPS 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
By   all   means   don't   spend   a  lot 
of   money—   when   a   telegram   to 
Mother  will  be  appreciated moire— 
Western Union 
and H. O. Strohecker; from the 
'Second Congressional District, J. E. 
Harley and C. H. Mjoorefield; from 
the Third Congressional District, 
H. E. Runge and Wilton Hall; from 
the Fourth Congressional District, 
J. W. Gaston and J. T. Jeter; From 
the Fifth Congressional District, 
Gordon Cobb and Lyman Hamrick; 
and from the Sixth Congressional 
District, M. G. Andersen and J. E. 
Norment. 
Western    Union    Mother's   Day 
Greeting—May   13 
^^+^^^*<^^^*^^^^*^*<»++++++++++++++++++++ 
Then there's the Supreme Court 
Judge who was about to have a 
tooth yanked. "Do you swear," 
he asked the dentist, "to pull the 
tooth, the whole tooth, and nothing 
but  the tooth?" 
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Don i Forget 
MOTHER'S DAY 
MAY 13th 
We have a large assort- 
ment of Mother's Day 
Candies  and  Cards 
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JUNIOR-SENIOR 11TH 
(Continued from page one) 
mittee, and his staff of experts a» 
they convert raw materials into 
gigantic masses of stone and mor- 
tar. Every effort i6 being made to 
'capture the symbolism and ro- 
mance of these builders of the 
pyramids and sphinx, and. to em- 
body it in th authentic decorative 
scheme which the third year men 
are   now   preparing. 
DANCE   LIST  FILLING 
The rapid manner in -which th» 
dance list is filling up gives mute 
evidence of the popularity of this 
festive occasion. Hundreds of in- 
vitations are being sent to various 
points   in  this  state  and  vieinlty. 
During intermission, a buffet sup- 
per will be partaken of by the, 
Juniors and Seniors and their 
guests. The Jungaleer orchestra 
will render dinner dance music du- 
ring this phase of the evening's 
entertainment. 
For the benefit of those men ami 
their guests who do not dance, 
there will be a social held at the 
local YMCA up until time for th« 
buffet  supper. 
ARRANGEMENTS   MADE 
Arrangements for mis occasion 
are in charge of K. W. McGee. 
It ic the aim of the committee 
to eee that every man in the two 
upper classes has an enjoyable 
•weekend regardless of his personal 
tastes. 
At this time-honored event each 
year ,the Junior class entertains 
for the outgoing Seniors. Early 
enthusiasm seems to Indicate that 
May 11 will see one of the most 
entertaining evenings in the annals 
of  Clemson   College. 
DEAN OF CHEMISTRY 
TAKES TRIP TO N.Y. 
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean of 
the School of Chemistry and Geol- 
ogy, returned from a several days' 
trip to New York City where he 
attended the Annual Dinner ana 
Dance given by the N. Y. Chapter 
of  the   Alumni   Association. 
He attended this event upon in- 
vitation of the president of the 
chapter. Mr. John B. Moore. This 
was held at the St. Regis Hotel 
and music was rendered by Vincent 
Lopez   and   his   orchestra. 
New   Blank   for   Mother's    Day 
Western  Union 
INDUSTRIAL CONTESTS 
(.Continued   from   page    1) 
three boys and one instructor. 
Through Dr. Sikes, president of 
the college, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, 
business manager, Captain J. D. 
Harcombe, mess officer, and Mr. P. 
B. Holtzendorff, of the YMCA, ar- 
rangements have been made for th« 
care  of these  groups. 
Professors Klugh, Marshall, A«- 
bill, Gage, Tate, Booker, Brock, 
Philpot, and MT. C. M. Wilson, 
State Supervisor of Industrial Ed- 
ucation, have worked out details of 
the various contests that are to be 
staged. 
The activities will Include me- 
chanical drawing, wood working, 
and other subjects; those students 
from schools where textiles are 
taught will be given an opportunity 
to judge cloth samples and run 
machines in the Textile  Building. 
"Worms >> 
Tau Beta's worms went com- 
pletely musical, theatrical, and 
what-have-you last Thursday 
night when the future engi- 
neers of the world pulled an 
entertainment for the Alpha 
chapter in the auditorium or 
the   engine-house. 
The first feature of the ev- 
ening was a demonstration or 
the advancement of television 
over radio. This was followed 
by a couple of self-styled 
crooners, with Worm Allison 
in the role of Rudy Vallee and 
Worm Crain doing a Blng 
Crosby. 
The next attraction was an 
impersonation of Dean Earle 
by Worm. Haigler; this was fol- 
lowed by a wrestling match 
between "Bearcat" Allison and 
"Strangler" McMillan; the con- 
testants were knocked out and 
the referee won the encount- 
er  by  a  clean  sweep. 
Punch and cakes were serv- 
ed—and   thass   all! 
VESPERS 
Clemson College was entertained 
with an educational talk last Sun- 
day night, April 29, at the weekly 
Vespers Service in the local Y by 
Rev.  Culp. 
This gentleman is a graduate 
of the college and his speech was 
well   received. 
Concluding the service, a news- 
reel  was shown. 
TAU    BETA    MAKES    INITIATION 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
a welcome to the initiates. The 
response   was   by   A.   W.   Allison. 
Impromptu addresses were then 
given by R. B. Shores, R. M. Hunt, 
O. G. Rawls, S. R. S-pann, W. L. 
Leverette, and J. U. Bell. 
Certificates were presented by 
Professor D. D. Curtis to A. W. 
Allison, V. M. Crain, J. A. Fergu- 
son, H. C. Haigler, H. L. Kirk, 
and  J.  P.  McMillan. 
New   Prices—Effective  May   1 
1 pose 35c 
3 poses $1.00 
4 poses $1.25 
*Special—5x7    tinted    and    .Framed 
H. B.  JONES, Jr., Room 273 
Patronize    Our   Advertisers 
Rest assured Western Union wil> 
keep you posted when to get cheap- 
est   rates. 
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SPORT SHOES GLEANED 
10 Cents 
Black   Shoes   Shined 5c. 
SELL YOUR SPURS TO 
ELECTRIC   SHOE  SHOP 
IF  WE  PLEASE YOU. 
WE'RE SATISFIED 
Visit the  "Y"   Barber  ShoF 
BAILEY & CAMPBELL 
g       Cleaning   and Alterations   and 




SCHAEFER TAILORED CLOTHES 
BLEGKLEYS DRY GLEANERS 
;]HiaglEIHHaB!iaiaiHI8ISEEira 
ALFOUR'S FINE JEWELRY FOR 
Graduation Gifts 
New White Shoes in Pigskin and Genuine Buckskin 
(Buy the Latest Shoes) 
Sleeveless Sweaters in White and Blue $1.00 
Double-Breasted   Linen   (Tailored  Suits) $16.50 
Stock Linen Suits $6.95 
HOKE SLOAN 
CLEMSON CLOTHIER 
Ihe way tobacco is cut has a 
lot to do with the way Chesterfield 
burns and tastes 
X Lhere are many different ways 
of cutting tobacco. 
A long time ago, it used to be 
cut on what was known as a Pease 
Cutter, but this darkened the to- 
bacco, and it was not uniform. 
The cutters today are the most 
improved, modern, up-to-the-min- 
ute type. They cut uniformly, and 
cut in long shreds. 
The tobacco in Chesterfield is 
cut right—you can judge for your- 
self how Chesterfields burn and 
how they taste. 
Everything that science knows 
is used to make Chesterfield 
the cigarette that's milder. .. 
the cigarette that tastes better. 
hesterfi 
the cigarette that's MILDER 
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER 
11934. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
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